Orientation to Assessment Progress Template (APT) Feedback
For Assessment Coordinators

For assistance, please contact PASS at programassessment@jmu.edu
1. Copy and paste username and password from e-mail into login page.
2. Select the 2nd Option from the Main Page Options.
3. You are now at the main APT Feedback Page.

Assessment Progress Template Feedback 2015-2016

Program: [Redacted]
(M.Ed.)
Contact: [Redacted]

CARS Liaison: PASS
Contact at: programAssessment@jmu.edu

Average Rating Across Elements = 3.0*
3.4 or higher meets exemplary standard established by faculty. Please scroll to the bottom of this page to see reliability of these feedback scores.

Program Summary

Scroll over “About This Report” to access supporting documents.

Scroll down to read comments.